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Liquidax appoints Deann D. Morgan to its Strategic Advisory Board
Liquidax is pleased announce that Deann Morgan has joined its Strategic Advisory
Board. Deann most recently served at Blackstone as a Managing Director in the MultiAsset Investing Group based in New York. Ms. Morgan was responsible for leading
new product development and structuring initiatives, and was the Chief Operating
Officer for Blackstone Multi-Asset Advisors.
Prior to joining Blackstone in 2013, Ms. Morgan focused on Merrill Lynch and US
Trust private clients for seven years as Head of Alternative Investments Origination & Product Management and
served as CEO of Merrill Lynch Alternative Investments. Prior to her AI role, Ms. Morgan spent seven years
with the Merrill Lynch Investment Banking Financial Institutions Group based in Hong Kong. Before joining
Merrill Lynch, she was a strategic consultant for Booz Allen & Hamilton’s Financial Services Group based in
Singapore.
Ms. Morgan received a BBA with high distinction from The University of Michigan, an MBA with high honors
from The University of Chicago and is a CFA charter holder.
Ms. Morgan stated, “I’ve enjoyed learning about the Liquidax team’s value proposition, and I look forward
to continuing to work with them to leverage their unique position in this fascinating and evolving space.”

Daniel Drolet, CEO of Liquidax Capital stated, “We are thrilled to have Deann on our Advisory Board.
We look forward to leveraging her expertise as we develop superior private equity opportunities for
investors, while simultaneously providing unparalleled advisory to corporate clients searching for strategic
ways to maintain competitive strength and accelerate market growth in rapidly transitioning markets”.
About Liquidax Capital:
The digital world is changing faster than ever and companies are struggling to keep pace while balancing
shareholder expectations. Liquidax offers a low-risk approach for corporations to meet the technological,
operational and financial goals they require to accelerate growth, increase competitive strength and drive
value. Liquidax is an alternative asset management firm providing value-added innovation asset solutions
for clients impacted by digital transformation while simultaneously providing investors with private equity
opportunities that take advantage of a transitioning world.
For more information, visit: www.liquidax.com or email info@liquidax.com
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